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Abstract
This paper introduces a seamless method for tree binarization/debinarization that is employed within the Interactive Predictive Parsing framework for tree annotation. This novel
method allows that, while the human annotator verifies and corrects standard non-binary trees, the parse engine can work with
parsing algorithms that process and produce binary trees, such
as a CYK-Viterbi based parser.
Within the Interactive Predictive Parsing framework the
user is tightly integrated into the interactive parsing system, in
contrast with the traditional post-editing approach. User feedback for tree correction and validation is provided by means of
natural mouse gestures and keyboard strokes.
Index Terms: parsing, interactive predictive parsing, syntactic
tree annotation, tree binarization

1. Introduction
Probabilistic parsing is a fundamental problem in Computational Linguistics. Probabilistic parsing has been greatly benefited in the past from the availability of annotated corpora. Perfectly annotated parsing trees are used in the training of new
automatic parsing systems, and are needed for parser validation
and experimentation. Therefore, there is a pressing need in efficiently constructing new perfectly annotated corpora.
The trees contained in these corpora must be manually annotated: either creating them from scratch, or based on automatically obtained error-prone parse trees. This results in a laborious and time-consuming task.
Several tools exist that can aid in easing the work of human annotators. Some examples are the TreeBanker [2], TrEd1
or eBonsai [3], for structural annotation; or DepAnn [4], for
dependency style annotation. The well-known Penn Treebank
itself was annotated using automatically obtained basic skeletal
parses, and an aid tool was used to finish the annotation of the
parse trees [6].
The problem with using these tools for treebank creation
is that they all typically introduce a two-step workflow: first,
a chosen system generates the best tree for the sentence being
annotated, and then the human annotator has to verify it and
amend the errors within the proposed parse tree. This paradigm
is rather inefficient and uncomfortable for the human annotator.
Recent work has introduced a new type of Web-based interactive predictive annotation tool, the Interactive Predictive
Parsing Tree Annotator (or IPP-Ann) [10]. This tool follows the
Interactive Predictive Parsing (IPP) paradigm, whose novelty is
that it fully integrates the human annotator into the parsing loop,
making him part of the system. The annotator interacts in real
1 http://ufal.mff.cuni.cz/~pajas/tred/

time with the IPP engine, and the system uses the readily available user feedback to make predictions about the parts of the
tree that have not been validated by the corrector.
Experiments carried out to simulate user interaction with
the IPP framework suggest figures ranging from 42% to 46% of
effort saving compared to manually post-editing the trees without an interactive system, both for English [11] and Spanish [9]
sentence annotation. Additionally, this kind of man-machine
integration presents yet unexplored opportunities, such as the
scenario in which the parsing system adapts its models, incorporating the new ground-truth data provided by the user.
IPP-Ann is a implementation of the IPP framework, and
takes the form of a decoupled annotation system consisting in a
parse engine and a Web client working together. IPP-Ann can
be used online at http://cat.iti.upv.es/ipp/.
The parsing subsystem of IPP-Ann currently uses a CYKViterbi based parsing algorithm which works with a Probabilistic Context Free Grammar (PCFG) in Chomsky Normal Form
(CNF) as its model. Algorithms that use grammars in CNF can
only produce and process binary trees. An automatic process for
binarization/debinarization of the trees going through the parse
engine is needed, so they are presented to the human annotator
in an usable non-binary form.
In this paper, after reviewing the IPP theoretical framework
and the IPP-Ann system, we present a novel method for seamless tree binarization/debinarization. This method allows that,
while the human annotator uses IPP-Ann to modify and annotate standard non-binary trees, the parsing subsystem of the annotation tool is able to internally work with parsing algorithms
that process and generate binary trees, such as the CYK-Viterbi
parsing algorithm. Parsing algorithms that use binary trees are
widespread in the parsing world, as they are simpler to understand and more efficient.

2. Interactive Predictive Parsing
Framework
In this section we review the IPP framework [11]. Interactive
predictive methods have been successfully demonstrated to ease
the work of transcriptors and translators in fields like Handwriting Text Transcription [8, 12] and Statistical Machine Translation [7, 13].
A tree t, associated to a string x1|x| , is composed by substructures that are usually referred as constituents. A constituent
cA
ij is defined by the non-terminal symbol A (either a syntactic
label or a POS tag) and its span ij (the starting and ending indexes which delimit the part of the input sentence encompassed
by the constituent).
Here follows a general formulation for the non-interactive
parsing scenario. Using a grammatical model G, the parser analyzes the input sentence x = {x1 , . . . , x|x| } and produces the
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parse tree t̂
t̂ = arg max pG (t|x),
t∈T

(1)

where pG (t|x) is the probability of parse tree t given the input
string x using model G, and T is the set of all possible parse
trees for x.
In the interactive predictive scenario, after obtaining the
(probably incorrect) best tree t̂, the user is able to individually
correct any of its constituents cA
ij . The system reacts to each
of the corrections introduced by the human, proposing a new tˆ′
that takes into account the afore-mentioned corrections.
Within the IPP framework, the user reviews the constituents
contained in the tree to assess their correctness. The action of
modifying an incorrect constituent (either setting the correct
span or the correct label) implicitly validates a subtree that is
composed by the partially corrected constituent, all of its ancestor constituents, and all constituents whose end span is lower
than the start span of the corrected constituent. We will name
this subtree the validated prefix tree tp (for analogy with the prefix sentence in the above mentioned interactive machine translation and interactive text transcription scenarios). When the
′A
user replaces the constituent cA
ij with the correct one cij , the
validated prefix tree is:
B
tp (c′A
ij ) = {cmn : m ≤ i, n ≥ j,
′A
d(cB
mn ) ≤ d(cij )} ∪

{cD
pq

(2)
3.1. Server side implementation

: p >= 1 , q < i}

B
with d(cB
mn ) being the depth of constituent cmn .
When a constituent correction is performed, the prefix tree
ˆ′
tp (c′A
ij ) is fixed and a new tree t that takes into account the
prefix is proposed:

tˆ′ = arg max pG (t|x, tp (c′A
ij )).
t∈T

When working with IPP-Ann, the user is presented with the
sentences from the selected corpus, and starts parsing them one
by one. They can then make corrections in the trees and the user
feedback is decoded on the client side which in turn requests
subtrees to the parse engine.
Two kind of operations can be performed over constituents
when using IPP-Ann: span modification (done by dragging a
line from the constituent to the word that corresponds to the
span’s upper index), and label substitution (done by typing the
correct one on its text field). Modifying the span of a constituent
invalidates its label, so the server recalculates it as part of the
suffix. Modifying the label of a constituent validates its span.
Constituents can be deleted or inserted by adequately modifying
the span of the left-neighbouring constituent. Figure 1 shows a
span modification performed by a human annotator using IPPAnn.
Additionally, two unary-related operations can be performed over constituents: unary production insertion (done by
drawing a line from the constituent node to the floating ball that
appears below itself), and unary production removal (done by
resetting the span of the constituent parenting the unary production).
As a visual aid, when the user is about to perform an operation, the affected constituent and the prefix that will be validated
are highlighted. The target span of the modified constituent is
visually shown as well. When the user obtains the correctly annotated tree, they can accept it by by clicking on a new sentence.

(3)

Given that we are working with context-free grammars, the
only subtree that effectively needs to be recalculated is the one
starting from the parent of the corrected constituent.

3. The IPP Tree Annotator
IPP-Ann has been previously adapted to parse both English
(with a Penntreebank based model) [10] and Spanish text (with
a UAM Treebank based model) [9], and can be accessed at
http://cat.iti.upv.es/ipp/.
IPP-Ann can help users to efficiently annotate correct syntactic trees. For this, the user feedback (provided by means of
keyboard and mouse operations) allows the system to predict
new subtrees for unvalidated parts of the annotated sentence,
which in turn reduces the human effort and improves annotation efficiency.
The IPP Tree Annotator uses the CAT-API library [1] as
a communication backend between the server and client modules. This library allows for a clean application design, in which
both the server side (the parsing engine) and the client interface
(which draws the trees, captures and interprets the user feedback, and requests parsed subtrees to the server) are independent of each other. One of the features that steams from the
CAT-API library is the ability for several annotators to work
concurrently on the same problem-set, each in a different client
computer sharing the same parsing server.

The server side of the system is a parsing engine based on a
customized CYK-Viterbi parser, which uses a PCFG in CNF.
The English grammar was obtained from sections 2 to 21 of the
UPenn Treebank as a model [11], and the Spanish grammar was
obtained from the first 1400 sentences of the UAM Treebank
[9].
The client can send requests to the parsing server in order
to obtain the best subtree for any given span of the input string.
For each requested subtree, the client can either provide the root
label or not. If the subtree root label is not provided, the server
calculates the most probable label. The server also performs
transparent tree debinarization/binarization, as presented in this
work, and unary-rule expansion when communicating with the
client.
3.2. Client side implementation
The client part is implemented in a combination of HTML, PHP
and Flash ActionScript. As such, it is accessed through a Web
browser, being the Flash plugin the only requisite. The hardware requirements are very low on the client side, as the parsing
process is performed remotely on the server side: any computer
(including netbooks) capable of running a modern Web browser
is enough.
The Web client side of IPP-Ann communicates with the IPP
engine through binary TCP sockets, resulting in very low response times.

4. Transparent binarization
In this section we introduce a transparent debinarization/binarization process which is consistent with our Interactive Predictive strategy and with our parsing model.
On the one hand, the CYK-Viterbi algorithm used within
the parsing server works with PCFG in CNF. By the usage of
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(a) System: Output tree 1

(c) System: Output tree 2

(b) User: Span modification

Figure 1: Interaction example on the IPP Tree Annotation tool.

CNF-PCFGs as the model to obtain syntactic trees, only binary trees can be obtained. In our case, the grammars used
by the server were obtained using the Chomsky Normal Form
transformation method from the Open Source Natural Language Toolkit2 (NLTK) to calculate minimal right-factored binary grammars [5] from the corresponding regular vanilla treebank grammars.
On the other hand, manual tree annotation is generally
performed using non-binary trees, as the underlying syntactic
structures present in natural language sentences do not conform
to binary trees. To sum up, the human annotator needs to work
with non binary trees but the interactive predictive parsing algorithm uses and produces binary trees.
This fundamental necessity led us to devise and implement
a seamless and automatic debinarization/binarization process
for the trees produced by the parsing server. The debinarization/binarization process is performed in real time and in a completely seamless way to the user. The human annotator working with regular non-binary trees never notices that the parsing
server is internally working with binary trees.
Our seamless binarization/debinarization method employs
the aforementioned CNF transformation, which has been natively implemented within the parsing server. The debinarization process is performed when the algorithm calculates a new
subtree, before sending it to the client. The tree binarization
2 http://www.nltk.org/

process is carried out when the server receives a new tree with
the user corrections, before sending it to the interactive predictive parsing algorithm.
4.1. Linked tree structure
In a regular, non-binary tree, the non-terminal of each node (excluding POS tag nodes) corresponds to a syntactic label. Each
one represents a syntactic structure that relates to a sequence
of words from the sentence being parsed. When such a tree is
binarized by the CNF transformation, some new dummy nodes
are introduced when one node has more than two descendants.
These newly introduced nodes have non-terminals that do not
carry new syntactic information by themselves. Instead, their
only function is to propagate the syntactic label of the original
non-binary ancestor through the structure of the binary tree.
When IPP-Ann is being employed by an annotator, the IPP
algorithm needs to be informed about which tree constituent —
the node with its syntactic label and span — was modified after
each user interaction. Given that the user performs changes on
regular trees via the client interface but the parsing algorithm
works with their binarized counterparts, the binarization process must keep information about the correspondency between
the introduced nodes in the binary tree and their original ancestor in the non-binary tree.
At binarization/debinarization time, for each introduced
node in the binary tree, we note its corresponding ancestor node
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in the regular tree. Each non-introduced node in the binary tree
is also linked to the matching node in the regular tree. This generates a one-to-many relationship, in which each node of the
regular tree relates to one or more nodes of the binary tree (either just one non-introduced node, or one non-introduced node
plus several introduced nodes).
In order to keep the node correspondency information consistent over the binarization/debinarization process, we constructed a new tree structure which we call a linked tree. A
linked tree consists of the binary and non-binary versions of the
same tree, and the one-to-many relationships between the nodes
of both trees. See Figure 2 for an example of a linked tree structure.
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Figure 2: Linked tree structure. Note how the introduced node
B ′ in the binary tree is related to its original ancestor in the
non-binary tree.
Within a linked tree, when either the binary tree or the regular tree is modified, the debinarization/binarization process operates automatically over the linked tree structure, recalculating
the associated tree and updating the correspondency relationships. This action takes place either when the user modifies a
constituent in the regular tree, or when the parsing algorithm recalculates a new binary subtree based on the user feedback. This
method allows for the regular tree, the binary tree and their node
correspondency information to remain synchronized and up-todate at all times.

5. Conclusions and future work
We have introduced a seamless method for tree binarization/debinarization whithin the Interactive Predictive Parsing
framework. This novel method allows that while the human annotator verifies and corrects standard non-binary trees, the parse
engine can work with parsing algorithms that process and produce binary trees, such as the CYK-Viterbi parser.
The reviewed tool, by using a parse engine in an integrated
manner, aids the user in creating correctly annotated syntactic
trees. IPP-Ann greatly reduces the human effort required for
this task compared to using a non-interactive automatic system.
Future work includes improvements to the client side (e.g.,
confidence measures as a visual aid, multimodality), as well as
exploring other kinds of parsing algorithms for the server side
(e.g., adaptative parsing).
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